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VIKTOR at the hidden and inaccessible entrance to the closed mining complex of Yachymov.
Here lies an estimated 1,000 km of tunnels of which only a few mineralogist know how to enter.



OVERVIEW OF HAPPENED AND PLANNED WORKS AND FILMED MATERIAL ON CONTENT IN DIF-
FERENT SCENES

PROLOGUE: The Indictment 

In a rousing music with sung lyrics, archival images are assembled associatively.
The musical song composed specifically for the film is centered on an ironic confluence of image, sound and text, 
as an indictment of the establishment that exploited prisoners in the Jachymov mines.
The text will be rewritten in Czech.

1948 President Gottwald is congratulated on his election victory in Czechoslovakia and welcomed by a crowd. 
President Gottwald addresses the crowd. The crowd carries the red flag with its head raised high under the wor-
kers’ cap, while the coffin of the previous statesman of old Czechoslovakia sinks into the ground. Gottwald’s head 
floats a little above the excessively high pointed shoulders of his suit jacket as he shuffles toward the small plane 
on the tarmac to hand over Czechoslovakia to the Soviet Union in Moscow. They shook hands, those new state-
smen around President Gottwald with the high pointy shoulders. The mining industry is booming. The whole 
country seems to be sporting the new mass stage on Strahov Mountain.  Collectivization is a fact and once again 
hands are shaken, including at the sentencing of the young political prisoners, it seems an endless shaking of 
hands sealing the fate of Czechoslovakia and its people.
The archival footage is mixed with images of the present toward the end of the musical number: We see a POV of 
abstract images of someone walking through a half collapsed mine with rotted wooden posts and hear his deep 
breath in the atmosphere of suffocation. This transforms into an outdoor atmosphere at night where the mine-
ralogists seek the closed uranium mine entrance. Jakub curses laughingly; Fuck the revolution. Perdele (Czech 
swear word).

The song will be composed by Lucie Pachova (CZ) and Elia Moretti (IT)
The archive material was searched and found in the NFA(Prague).



HUIDIGE TEKST VOOR HET MUZIEKNUMMER- ter illustratie
 
For those whose pointy shoulders hang high in their believes,(image Gottwald)
whose senses aim to fight for justice and for peace (image Gottwald)
who devote their large brain, even in their free time, to be judges (imageGottwald)
who are helping the cause endlessly (image massa)
in their work as saviours professionally, … (image Gottwald)

For those who seize their opportunities, (image presidential airplane)
while ad infinitum thinking for the people and their needs, (beeld handen schudden)
For those who put their hands together to make the world a better place,
who create progress for all of  human race, (beeld begrafenis voormalig president Masaryk)

For those, the only saviour who knows (beeld Gottwald toespraak)
the others disturb to their flows (beeld toeschouwers op de paal)
And for those, who follow the dusty path to the moon,
in the ditch next to the roads. (Beeld Ur-mijn)

For those who see the glory be, (beeld JZD collective farm)
while whispering their anthem in their sleep 
those who’s just fight every day,  
ousts the intention of  a young one wrong in mind.
For those who preach a life of  theater plays 
to protect their average personal days
For those that know, but willingly tend to forget
that those around ignore their moral stand
For those few who print a blueprint for the many (beeld collectivisering industrie)
And for those who print a paper out of  love hidden in fear and shame. 
(Beeld rechtbank Sovjet Tsjechië)

For kings buried outside of  the castle walls
cause their hands carry filth from revolution
For those who think a bit of  hard work, (beeld Jachymov kamp)
will free their mind from dirt.  (Beeld abstract Jachymov mijn)
For those who seek buried treasures (beeld vertrek vliegtuig Gottwald)
For the power of  the small waste buried eternally
For those who think camerades will lead to far away planets
unreached behind the dusty roads, Ti volej. (Beeld abstract Jachymov mijn)
not a single planet waits, 
precious by the name of  earth.
on the dusty paths, the distant planets,
remain tracks on the dusty paths

Still van de claustrofobische wandeling in een tunnel van de verlaten 
en ontoegankelijke uraniummijnen, met overblijfsels uit de jaren ‘50, 
de tijd van de politieke gevangenen in deze mijnen.



PROF VIKTOR

The atmosphere changes intensely. The soundtrack becomes silent, only shuffling footsteps echo. Viktor, a pro-
fessor in sandals walks through the endless corridors of his university.
He is one of the main characters who embodies the obsession with radioactivity in the film. The scenes with 
him show the absurdity, love, beauty and menace that provoke this subject in a very personal way. He is an 
extravagant and renowned figure in the scientific circles of the Czech Republic, with his pronounced love of 
radioactivity and creative adventures. 
By spending a lot of time in Jachymov and doing a big mountain of research regarding the history of atomic 
science and Jachymov, the results of which I exchanged with Viktor from time to time, the opportunity arose to 
build enough trust with Viktor and his colleagues from 2016 to film with them in situations that are forbidden 
by official rules and would cause problems for the mineralogists by careless use. 
Throughout the development phase, we shot footage at different times, telling the story of his various investi-
gations that each time highlight a different perspective of the subject. 
The first part focuses on the absurd obsession with all things radioactive. Viktor comes across as alienated, but 
when he manages to grow the uranium crystals, they seem to come alive and we witness a slow work of art.

Prof VIKTOR and his radioactive elephant, this statue is very radioactive because it is glazed with uranium.
Viktor owns a large collection of these statues. In the background, he is measuring peat to remove the radioactive 
pollution caused by the Chernobyl disaster (the red outlier on the screen). 

Prof Viktor in the corridors of the university in Prague

Prof Viktor in the lab, enriching uranium ore to 
grow uranium crystals in an artificial environ-
ment.



The experiment of the artificial growth process of the crystals of uranium ore. This process was carried out in the early years of atomic science to recognize the 
mineral, but has not been used since 1948 because of its complexity and the emergence of new possibilities for recognizing crystals. The crystals grow in a twen-
ty-minute time period in the same way that they grow in natural environments over thousands to millions of years.



Church of JACHYMOV

The ELIAS uranium mine in Yachymov during the problematic 1960s.The ELIAS uranium mine in Yachymov during the problematic 1960s.
This is one of three existing images of these mines at the time of the Yac-This is one of three existing images of these mines at the time of the Yac-
hymov Gulag. All forms of images were strictly forbidden. Thus, except for hymov Gulag. All forms of images were strictly forbidden. Thus, except for 
some vague images from an airplane, there is no other visual evidence of some vague images from an airplane, there is no other visual evidence of 
the existence the prison camps.the existence the prison camps.



PRESENCE OF F. SODDY

A trip on a train in 1920 brings the illustrious 
F. SODDY to Yachymov.
Soddy still believes as much as ever that his 
1903 discovery of radioactive transmutation 
can improve the world. This belief brings him 
to Jachymov to retrieve the gigantic quantity 
of tww grams of radium (six grams were then 
produced annually in Yachymov), hoping to 
take atomic science in a new direction world-
wide.
From Soddy’s vantage point, we look at the 
Jachymov of the booming radium period be-
fore World War II. To assemble this, we have 
collected personal archives and film archive of 
this time with which to depict the train jour-
ney. Also, we found film archives explaining 
the life of the spaord with an introduction to 
the subject of radium from the perspective of 
this time.
Soddy’s imaginary presence is depicted in an 
appearing light moving through the vacant 
spaoord. This was filmed over three nights 
when the hotel was closed for several months 
due to COVID.

Jachymov train station before WWII. Jachymov train station before WWII. 
This is a still from an archival film from the 1920s This is a still from an archival film from the 1920s 
used to depict the arrival of F. SODDY at Jachy-used to depict the arrival of F. SODDY at Jachy-
mov. This train station no longer exists since 1958.mov. This train station no longer exists since 1958.

In Jachymov in the 1920s, the city was looked at In Jachymov in the 1920s, the city was looked at 
as a possible paragon of the future, filled with the as a possible paragon of the future, filled with the 
possibilities that atomic science and radium the-possibilities that atomic science and radium the-
rapy would produce.rapy would produce.



In the gigantic RADIUM PALACE hotel, a light wanders through the empty and abandoned rooms. In the gigantic RADIUM PALACE hotel, a light wanders through the empty and abandoned rooms. 
The luxurious halls where for more than a century central figures of atomic science have gathered on their “pilgrimage” to The luxurious halls where for more than a century central figures of atomic science have gathered on their “pilgrimage” to 
Jachymov lie dead at night. Only F. Soddy’s imagination muses through the restaurant, ballroom, baths, sleeping quarters Jachymov lie dead at night. Only F. Soddy’s imagination muses through the restaurant, ballroom, baths, sleeping quarters 
and endless corridors. and endless corridors. Dance hall in the Radium Palace



LOCAL RESIDENTS INITIATIVES WITH URANIUM ORE 

Jachymov has a special handling of its radioactive underground. This also shows itself in the local 
population. Everyone seems to have radioactive objects in their homes, ranging from chunks of 
uranium ore to uranium-colored glasses and effigies. We succeeded in filming short sequences with 
some locals in which they present their radioactive objects. 
For example, there is a mineral store whose proprietor talks about the stones’ “exclusive healing po-
wers” as a spiritual panacea. Some stones are good against grief, others against headaches, for mas-
sage or for energy. There is something for every ailment, although each stone has its price. On a hid-
den shelf below, you can find pechblende, the famous uranium ore from Jachymov. The operator 
gets his stock by buying up the various minerals from money-hungry mineralogists. They are the 
only unpolished stones in the store, although it is not so clear what these stones are good for then.

On a similar note, there are a few other stories of Jachymov residents associated with the remnants 
of the mines who today try to make their own, often creative, interpretation of them. They are play-
ful short stories with a lot of character: there is music, color and humor in them; we filmed spread 
over several moments during our presence in Yachymov. The style of these short moments is quite 
observational.
For example, there is George in the images on the left, who has a uranium mine under his house and 
acts as the town’s archivist. He is trying to bring back the grand history of Yachymov by rewriting 
the hymn of Yachymov from the sixteenth century. With the camera we also followed him in the 
process of creating a new monument, a Catholic cross made of uranium colored glass. He dedicates 
this monument to all the miners who had to work under duress in the Jachymov mines. 

The minerals shop for tourists in Jachymov

George at the entrance to the silver 
and uranium mine below his house.

George rewrites Jachymov’s hymn 
from the sixteenth century.



URANIUM GLASS BRINGS OUT SCI-FI

At the second-hand market, Viktor searches like a man possessed. In the volatility of the many stalls, he buys 
a statue with the specific orange color of his elephant. He negotiates the price and takes the statue as quickly 
as possible. As he steps away, he smiles into his fist: the vendors had no idea that the statue is colored with 
uranium. A little further on, he comes to a vendor selling many blocks of uranium-stained glass. 
Viktor’s interest in radioactive matter was once sparked by the culture in which radioactivity gloried, as in 
the sci-fi story he read in his childhood by Ludvik Soucek, “The Path of the Blind Birds,” in which the path 
to the source of radioactivity is hidden in a deep cave and the walls appear to be made of glazed fluorescent 
walls.
It is by going into detail but these uranium-colored glasses that a new world reveals itself. The world of light 
diffraction, in which toxic metals react differently to different types of light sources.
For this part of the film, crystal glass colored with different types of radioactive metals was collected and a 
small studio was built out with UV and tungsten lamps, where macroscopic animations were filmed to de-
pict the sci-fi story of Viktor’s imaginary brain as a child.
On the page below are each stills from some of this footage. The voice-over for this scene was voiced by Vik-
tor. For the soundtrack we will work with used sounds and experimental sounds made on the large church 
organ of the church in Jachymov by Lucie Pachova, Pilou Barge together with Klaas.

Prof Viktor finds blocks of uranium colored glass at the folk flea market of U Elektry, Prague

Prof. Viktor is building a system where the radioactivity of the glass drives pulses of UV light, making the glass 
fluroscores to light up at a rhythm depending on the reading of the Geiger counter.



Macro images of uranium colored glass, which create magical worlds thanks to the use of different types of light sources. These worlds are used in the film as the imaginary glimpse into the journey of scientists in search of the 
original source of radioactivity, in the book “the path of the blind birds. Prof Viktor was so fascinated by this sci-fi story as a child that it shaped his love of radioactivity. 



WORKING ON THE FUTURE OF THE CITY

Throughout the five-year period, we followed certain construction sites in Yachymov on a regular basis with 
the camera. Upon our first arrival in the city, it seemed as if the entire city was being renewed; it was amazing 
to see how even before the completion of one construction site, yet another one was opened. This ensures that 
in the film, Jachymov seems continuously in a state of change and the city itself is undergoing transformation.
Thanks to this long time span, it is visible that Jachymov is transforming into a tourist resort. 
The old gray functioning ski elevator is replaced by a colorful orange one with plastic covers. The busy main 
street transforms from a large lane to several sections with artificial flowerbeds. The rundown medieval houses 
are transformed into urban-character coffee shops. Meanwhile, the tormented faces of the poorer inhabitants 
disappear more and more from the street scene.

JACHYMOV new touristic ski elevator

Thanks to support from a European fund, Jachymov was completely renovated 
throughout the 2014-2020 period. Before that, the streets were ruined and a third of 
the buildings were vacant and in a dilapidated state, while today the city seeks its fu-
ture in tourism.



JACHYMOV atmosphere at the dawn of winter.
Winters are fairly harsh in this mountain town, for want of the poverty present, a lot of lignite is burned, creating 
a colored fog that lingers over the valley throughout the cold period.



SEARCH FOR RADON WATER 

In 2016, the first steps were taken in the search for a new source of radon water in the Jachymov mines. Together 
with a doctoral student and the central group of mineralogists who live their passion in Jachymov, Viktor began 
taking measurements of the only operational Jachymov mine at regular intervals. This mine is owned by the 
spaord and is accessible via an elevator. 
It was possible to follow Viktor in this research from the moment he expressed his interest in discovering new 
sources of radioactive water to the moment the new source was discovered several years later. 
It is an investigation in which the environment must be understood in order to then theoretically determine a 
possible location for the source, which ultimately comes down to one small dripping stone in the big mine. It is 
like looking for a needle in a haystack. Moreover, the source is an unreachable fragile element: if they were to dig 
too deep they risk destroying the source itself.
Since the spring provides only a fairly small amount of water and additional drilling would have to be done to 
exploit it, the story of the spring will end with its discovery.
This research gave the opportunity to trace back to its origins the tradition of mining radioactive water in Jachy-
mov, where this spa has become world-famous. It also provides an ideal framework for highlighting the archival 
material from the early years of the spaoord, and the link between the spaoord and the mine.

Viktor’s search for a new source of radon water in the Yachymov mine used today to supply the spa cord with radio-
active water.

The trickling spring
The discovery of the Czech Republic’s new and second 
most radioactive water source



SEARCH FOR RADON WATER

Because the search for the radioactive water source offers insight into the special geological composition needed 
to contain the impact of uranium on the environment, there is a great interest in the international community 
of mineralogists. 
At the 2017 International Conference of Mineralogy, scientists from around the world were invited to prospect 
at the Yachymov mine. It was the ideal opportunity for Viktor to give a presentation of his findings. Together 
with his companion Jakub, he led the extended group of mineralogists around the mine. The showpiece was the 
opportunity to bathe in the radioactive water, 500 meters underground. Jakub used this opportunity to tell the 
tragic story of the forced miners of the uranium mines. This resulted in a special moment when a Russian geolo-
gist questioned the existence of the prison camps and dismissed them as fabrications and fairy tales. The reaction 
of Jakub and Viktor to these allegations was remarkably emotional. Their frustration at the denial of the stories 
of the suffering of these political prisoners became personal, because they have a personal connection with some 
of the surviving political prisoners and because they were able to see with their own eyes, during their illegal 
excursions, the real environment in which these young men had to work. This filmed experience shows the im-
portance of the raw remains in the mines, so this history cannot be denied.

Viktor searching through the old mine tunnels for a possible location for 
a radioactive water source, based on recognition of the geological compo-
sition.

Jakub, takes a bath in the mine’s radioactive water, 
at the spring that supplies the spa with radioactive water.



BATHING AT RADIUM PALACE

Over a three-week period, I was able to follow the spa therapy of a group of Dutch spa-goers at the Radium 
Palace. People from all over the world come to the Radium Palace hoping to find a solution to their tormenting 
pains for which traditional Western medicine cannot provide a solution. 
One of these conditions is Bechterew’s disease. It is a rheumatic inflammation that causes constant physical pains. 
Bathing three times a day in radioactive water acts as an anti-inflammatory for spa-goers. It was chosen to work 
with a group of Dutch visitors for the practical consideration that we could communicate in the same language. 
It was possible to gain their trust and be present during bathing, a situation that causes a certain intrusion in this 
nevertheless fairly intimate situation.
Moving at the same rhythm with them for three weeks made it possible to film all the situations that occurred 
during their stay: the bathing, the massages, the other, rather strange, therapies such as laser irradiation, magne-
tic massage, CO2 exposure of the body, ... To the dancing in the local Kulturni Dum, a dance shack that seems 
to be from a communist era.

Tourists from the Netherlands in the spa resort’s radon 



RADIUM PALACE

The hotel Radium Palace, where the oldest part of the radioactive spa resort is located, is an environment that 
exudes luxury and splendor. It was built as the gateway to Yachymov. 
During the period of Pechblende’s development, there were two times when this hotel had to close its doors. 
First for extensive renovation, then as a result of COVID. These periods of closure allowed us to film undis-
turbed in the hotel. Something that is not evident because many of the hotel’s customers are concerned about 
their privacy and the hotel management, who despite a good cooperation on the film, did not allow filming in 
the public areas of the hotel when hotel guests were present.
It is fortunate because both the renovations, and the lone night watch during COVID, provided a beautiful 
and humorous glimpse into the extraordinary world behind the scenes of this luxurious hotel.

Spa-resort RADIUM PALACE



THE TRANSITION WOII

We have done extensive research on the footage of Jachymov after the Anschluss and during WWII, up to and 
including the removal of the Sudeten Germans after the end of WWII. This because of the importance of this 
transformation for Jachymov: before WWII about ninety percent of the inhabitants in Jachymov were Ger-
man-speaking, after WWII the town was completely depopulated and almost all German-speakers had to lea-
ve. This had an inextricable influence on turning Jachymov into a prison village in the post-WWII period. 
In this section of the film, there is a sequence of archival footage recognizable to the collective memory, such as 
Hitler arriving in Jachymov, Nazi parade, etcetera, with also personal archival footage of the characters featu-
red in subsequent scenes. It is a protracted narrative with different voices as a remix of history, edited to music 
composed by the film’s musicians. 
What does Jachymov have to do with Einstein and the Manhattan Project?
How did a quiet luxury mountain town become the headquarters of communist mines in Czechoslovakia? 
How was every small business, like a farm, turned into a state institution? 
How was any resistance dismissed as Nazisistich and punished with falsified evidence with forced labor?
It is a scene reminiscent of the film’s prologue, but with a deeper look at the details of the transition.

Hitler in Jachymov, 1938

Onder de afbrokkelende muren van een leegstaande bar 
komen de Duitse tekens naar boven.



LUDVIK FLORIAN

Ludvik Florian is a former political prisoner. At the age of 16, for resisting the regine, he was sentenced to five 
years of forced labor in the uranium mines of Yachymov. In 2015, I came into contact with him for the first 
time. Together we went in search of the remains of the mines and the prison camp where he was incarcerated. 
On the remains of this camp are now vacation homes and illegal dumps. The contrast of the importance of the-
se places in the past with the neglect of today is great.

When I met Ludvik, he was one of the political prisoners who had not yet come out publicly with his story. He 
offered us insight into the structure of his resistance group SODAN, some of whose members are still alive.

Throughout the years that we filmed him, he developed a personal evolution in which he got back in touch 
with his traumatic past. This gave us the opportunity to show not only the ugliness of injustice, but also the be-
auty of resilience during this period.

To reconstruct this story, we consulted several archives: the archive of political prisoners, the police archive 
and the archives of the secret services.

The typical “panelak” building style of the 
Communist era on Jachymovska-street, 
built for the large group of civilian wor-
kers of the Jachymov mines. 

Mr. Florian lives in a flat on Jachymovska Street, his house was originally built by po-
litical prisoners for the families of the camp guards.



Police file Ludvik Florian, 17 yrs when 
pictured. Isolation cell for the punished MUKLs 

Isolation cell under site of one of 12 pri-
son camps

Ludvik Florian, at the location where he 
was arrested as a teenager.

Ludvik Florian, on the steps of the uranium mine where he 
executed four years of forced labor.

Ludvik Florian shows the interpreter which remnants of the former mine site are recognizable. The area has 
been left without maintenance.



Ludvik Florian and Eliska, the woman he married after his release, but broke up with partly because of the 
trauma until they found each other again in 2018 after 50 years of separation.

Ludvik Florian and two other group members of SODAN, the resistance group made up of scout boys 
from his native village. Here in Krenovice, in a first time reunion in their native village.

Mandroholec and Hummel, 2 MUKLs from the same camp as Mr. Florian, view a recreated model of the pri-
son camp during the commemoration Jachymovsky Peklo (The Hell of Jachymov)



SODAN AND JACHYMOVSKE PEKLO

SODAN grew out of a scout group of young people between the ages of 13 and 18. They opposed the collectivi-
zation of rural farms as young guests. The group members did not know who the other members of the group 
were.
They were anonymously connected by the sense of injustice done to the family farms.
Ludvik was a member of this resistance group.
On New Year’s Eve 1951, the haystacks of these collectivized farms in the wider region were set on fire at the 
same time as an act of resistance. It was SODAN’s biggest action.
After this action, however, they were all arrested by the secret service
and sentenced to mine Uranium ore in Yachymov as a function of the Soviet atomic bomb program.

A bee struggles with the cold. The hand carefully returns the bee to its colony. A formative 
member of SODAN keeps bees today at the site of the collocated farm where Mr. Florian set 
fire to a hay stack. This prompted his arrest.

The site of the JZD, collectivized farm during the com-
munist regime

A new depot for Amazon is being built at the “tower of 
death,” a remnant of the site where political prisoners 
had to pulverize uranium ore.



SODDY’S NIGHTMARE

F. Soddy was driven by the hope of reinventing the world with his findings, but also by a terrifying nightmare 
that atomic science could be used to create a destructive weapon. When it appeared that scientists were further 
developing his discovery in the latter direction, he was defeated by the impossibility of changing this. He tur-
ned against his sciences and disappeared into disillusionment and loneliness. 
For this story, I was able to interview the last person who knew F. Soddy. Peter Bunker was employed as a 
young man to draft his will. That encounter prompted Peter to carry on Soddy’s insights and wishes.
I was able to interview Peter Bunker at his home in England. He was very close to the end of his life days at that 
time.
To work out this part of the film, I also consulted archives in Oxford, England and Brussels.

BRACHYRADIOTHERAPY

This therapy is the unique feature of radioactive spa therapy in Yachymov. It has been applied in the same way 
for 110 years with the same machines and the same etalons of radium salts.
We filmed the therapist performing such treatment on a client. Since the machines are still the same, we can 
combine these recordings with archival footage from the beginning of last century, which refers to the long exi-
stence of the radioactive energy possessed by the materials used. 
It also offers the opportunity to contrast the former hopes for these radioactive treatments with their minimal 
use today, which is only with this radium-filled tube. 

Peter Bunker, the maker of Frederick Soddy’s will, at his home in England.

Radium therapy, in the form called today Brachyradi-
otherapy, where the patient in Jachymov has a box of 
radium salt on the body.
The radioactive rays act on the body for seven hours.

Brachyraiotherapy as still practiced today in Jachymov. 
The radioactive radiation from this tube filled with ra-
dium salts is particularly strong.



LIFE ON THE OLD MINES

We filmed the activities that take place on the sites of the old uranium mines during all seasons. We followed 
the activity of one of the loggers who drags the trees out of the forest every day with his farm horse, as well as a 
sheep farmer in this area.
We use the elements of nature to frame the time evolution of the film.
These nature images are also a reflection on nature and man, life and death.

Boven de voormalige mijnen worden bomen voor de houtindustrie verwerkt. Af en toe stort een oude mijntunnel 
in. Het terrein is gemakkelijker toegankelijk voor paarden dan voor tractoren.

De mineralogen speuren op de oude mijnenheuvels naar 
mineralen en stoten op een ingang tot het duizend kilo-
meter lange tunnelnetwerk onder Jachymov



On top of the mine tailings, Josef, a Slovakian sheep farmer, keeps hundreds of sheep. He is under contract 
for the duration of one year. During that time, he lives in a caravan on the site.

When some sheep die from the unrelieving cold, Joseph is instructed to do nothing. The owner of the flock 
does not allow him to put the animals out of their misery and does not want to pay for a veterinarian. The 
animals die a slow death.



THE LAST VICTIM OF THE UNDERGROUND

In the 1980s, the last fatality of the Jachymov mines occurred when two mineralogists illegally went on an ad-
venture in the tunnels of the closed Elias mine.
Metzner, a young resident of Jachymov, went on an excursion with a companion in search of a valuable mine-
ral. While mining the wall, the ceiling collapsed, trapping the companion on the other side of the crumbling 
rocks. . 
During the rescue operation, large machinery was needed to free the companion. Because it was an illegal ex-
cursion, the government did not want to pay for the evacuation and there was not enough money to carry out 
the operation. The body was never removed from the mine
The rescue worker responsible and Metzner still live in Yachymov. The failed operation left deep marks on their 
lives. We filmed with both of them to recount their experience of this situation: Metzner at the scene of the ac-
cident and Pavel in his restaurant. 
Although the wound is too deep to return to the mines, both still long for the beauty of the underground. They 
have an opinion about the illegal excursions that directly opposes each other. While filming this story, it beca-
me clear how sensitive the presence of the mineralogists in Jachymov is. They are loved by some and despised 
by others. 

Metzner, the unfortunate mineralogist, lights a candle at the memorial stone for his friend who was killed 
on a mineralogical field trip.

Pavel, in the center of the photo together with zjin wife, is a bar owner in the center of Jachymov. He was in 
charge of the rescue work at the accident of Metzner and his friend. Here in the company of the film crew: 
Karel Verstreken, Sandra Munyanshoza and interpreter Tereza Klenerova.



THE LIFE OF THE STONE 

‘It is only when you look at the minerals under a microscope that you recognize a living universe. You have to 
search deep, but then you understand why they love it.’ 
This sentence comes from the daughter of one of the most renowned mineralogists in Yachymov. Getting in 
touch with her allowed me to learn about the world of mineralogists in Jachymov.
The group of mineralogists around Viktor and Jakub regularly accepted me to make recordings of the new or 
most unusual radioactive minerals they discovered. This provided the opportunity to create magical images of 
the universe hidden in these tiny stones. Understanding the obsession that drives mineralogists is an impor-
tant element. 
“Nature creates in such a slow way, for which humans often do not have enough patience,” Viktor says while 
staring through his microscope.

Viktor shows a fellow mineralogist at the Yachymov mine a mineral that grows on and with uranium ore. He 
jokes that these pigments were used by the Indians as a war color on the face.

Under the microscope, the world hidden in these minerals becomes visible. Uranium ore is an extraordinary 
source for as yet unknown minerals to grow.



ON AN ILLEGAL EXCURSION INTO THE CLOSED MINES 

With lights extinguished, the jeep drives into the forest, even the camera’s light must be off. While opening the 
hidden entrance, nervousness strikes. Face to face as they descend, the mineralogists transformed into miners 
long for what is to come. 
Viktor, Jakub and some companions invited me to join the camera on an illegal excursion into a closed ura-
nium mine in Yachymov. The first image of this file shows the moment when the entrance to a tunnel is being 
dug in the middle of the forest. Only a handful of people know where these entrances are, yet these illegal ex-
cursions have since become a long-running tradition in Yachymov. 
Since this event was an opportunity that could not easily be recreated, Klaas decided to go alone with the ca-
mera to capture everything like a fly on the wall. It resulted in an exciting and strange long trip. Here and there 
we could see remnants of the gruesome past of these mines. At other times, the beauty of the geological under-
ground emerged. But above all, the connection that the mineralogists and feel with these mines became tangi-
ble in a beautiful way. 

Viktor during the descent in the closed Plavno mine of 
Jachymov



Jakub and Viktor at the Plavno mine for a fifteen-kilometer hike in hidden and partially underpowered cor-
ridors of the closed uranium mine.

Here and there, the tunnels are so thin that a human body barely 
fits through them. Other places are as big as underground cathedrals.

Notched date in one of the underground buildings. Dynamite 
was stored in these buildings for the mining of uranium ore.

Fluorescence by uranium ore in closed mine



THE DISCOVERY OF A NEW MINERAL

During the excursion in the Plavno mine, about forty kilograms of stones were taken by the mineralogists. To a 
layman, they look the same. But in a small stone from this large heap, Jacob discovered something strange. 
Together with the interpreter Zuzana Ticha, we were able to follow the process of analyzing this stone in Ja-
kub’s laboratory. This lab is located in a small nuclear research center. From the smallest element he can isolate, 
thanks to the machines, he can arrive at an analysis of a new, still unknown mineral. 
A creation of nature that, until further knowledge, occurs nowhere else on the planet except in this Yachymov 
mine. 

The excess research material, i.e. the minerals he did not find interesting enough, he brings back to the mine 
heaps in Yachymov. He is lax about possible dangers associated with these radioactive stones. He knows that 
other mineralogists will come to this place looking for unique radioactive stones and they will be happy and 
proud to discover these stones.

Jakub analyseert een staal uit de excursie en komt 
tot de bevestiging dat ze een nieuw mineraal ontdekt 
hebben. Hij benoemt het naar de mijn waarin ze het 
gevonden hebben:  Plavnoit. 

Op de top van deze naald zit een nog kleinere naald 
met daarop het mineraal dat geanalyseerd wordt om 
tot de conclusie van de ontdekking van het nieuwe 
mineraal te komen. De precisie die nodig is om dit 
met de hand te manipuleren is indrukwekkend.



Mineralogists return surplus radioactive rocks to cairns in Jachy-
mov 

Isolated crystals from uranium ore



In honor of an airport that only serves a direct scheduled flight between Russia and the nearby spa town of Karlovy Vary twice a 
day, Russian astronaut GAGARIN was given a statue at the foot of the valley leading to Jachymov. 
After returning from his space journey, he passed through here as part of his tour of the Soviet empire. He was also welcomed as a 
hero in tiny Jachymov. The town was completely closed off to outsiders by iron fences and armed soldiers. His space trip was suppo-
sedly one of the main reasons why uranium ore was mined in Jachymov, and he was the signpost for the advancement of science on 
the eastern side of the Iron Curtain: better to stare into space than to see underground exploitation.


